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SLAC-PUB-6388 1. Introduction.

UCLA/93/TEP/40 Calculations beyond the leading order in quantum chromodynamics are im-

Saclav/SPhT-T93/l16 portant to refining our understanding of known physics in present-day and future
" collider experiments. The discovery of new physics relies to a large extent on the

hep-ph/9311026 subtraction of known physics from tile data. In particular, QCD loop corrections
November, 1993 are important but are in general quite formide.ble to calculate. Intermediate ex-

(M) pressions can be many thousands of times larger in size than final expressions. This
explosion of terms has been a major obstacle in performing computations required

NEW QCD RESUI l_S FROM STRING THEORY* by experiment. Here we discuss new techniques based on string theory which bypassmuch of the algebra associated with one-loop Feynman diagram computations in
gauge theories [14]. With the new string-based techniques the one-loop five-gluon
amplitudes have been computed yielding a compact form [3]. These amr4itudes

ZVI BERN have not been obtained with traditional techniques.

Department of Physics, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024 Recent years have seen substantial progress in improving the situation in tree-
level calculations [5-8]. Tree-level matrix elements have been essential for checks

LANCE DIXON of QCD processes and for estimates of QCD backgrounds to new physics searches.
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. Stanford University, Stanford. CA 94309 Here we discuss the one-loop corrections to the amplitudes. Tl,e next-to-leading or-

and der corrections are important because leading tree-level calculations miss essential
physics. Two problems are that the tree-level results exhibit a strong renormal-

I)AVII) A. KOSOWER ization scale dependence (which does not make physical sense) and that the cone
Service de Phy._ique Th_orique de Saclay. Centre d'Etudes de Saclay

F-9119I Gif-sur-Yvette eedex. France angle dependence is incorrect. The next-to-leading order corrections to a largeextent remedy this situation.
The one-loop method discussed here was originally derived from string theory.

Although based on string theory it has been summarized in terms of simple rules
ABSTRACT which require no knowledge of string theory [1]; the structure of these rules can also

We discuss new results in QCD obtained with string-based methods. These methods be understood from conventional field theory through particular gauge choices and
were originally derived from superstring theory and are significantly more efficient organizations of the amplitude [9].
than conventional Fevmnan rules. This technologv was a key ingredient in the first
calculation of the one-loop five-gluon mnplitude. _.Vealso present a conjecture for a Using methods developed through string theory we have obtained results which
particular one-loop helicitv mnplitude with an arbitrary number of external gluons, have previously not b,_-n obtained through conventional means. Besides the five-" gluon amplitudes [3], a first calculation of a four-point one-loop gravity amplitude

has been performed [10]. _,_ have used the explicit five-gluon results to jump-start
a conjecture for a particular one-loop helicity amplitude but with arbitrary numbers
of external legs [38].

Using direct string methods we have also calculated the one-loop four-point

h_vited talk presented by Z.B. at the International Conference on Strings "93 helicity amplitudes with two external quarks [11], which agree with the calculation
Berkeh'y. Ca., .\Iay 24-29. 1993 of ref. [12].

Is string theory 'required' for field theory calculations? To develop and extend
the methods string theory has been crucial. To actually evaluate amplitudes there
is no need to turn to string theory. The main role of string theory, is to provide

a principle for discovering compact representations for field theory amplitudes. In

" Work supported m part by the Department of Energy under grant DF_,-AC03-76SF00515. 2 -
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particular, given the string-based rules for the one-loop n-gluon amphtudes and the where n, and nf are the number of massless complex scalars and Weyl fermions
understanding of these rules in field theory [9,13], there does not appear to be a in the fundamental representation of an SU(N) theory. The plus and minus signs
clear way to extend the rules to multi-loops, or to gravity, without, referring back to associated with each leg denote the helicity and u = 2kl - k3 is a Mandelstam
string theory to at least some extent. It is, however, possible to formulate a convert- variable. The various brackets are spinor inner products defined by [7]
tional field theory framework for obtaining much of the efficiency of the string-based
method by working backwards from the string-based rules. These field theory ideas (j I) = (kj-lkt+), [j 1] = (kj +lkt-)
can then be applied more generally to gauge theory amplitude calculations which
involve non-abehan vertices [9]. For example, some of the ideas obtained from string where the Ikt+) are Weyl spinors. The spinor inner products are a convenient way
theory were used to aid the calculation of one-loop five-point amphtudes with ex- to represent helicity amplitudes. (This amplitude has been decomposed using the
ternal fermions and gluons [14]. Another example is the application of these ideas one-loop Chan-Paton color decomposition [17].) Although this expression fits on

a line, a brute force computation performed in the conventional way would start
[15] to weak interaction processes such as Z --* 37 [16]. with expressions containing about 104 terms. ClearIy there is considerable room for

2. Difficulty of Loop Computations improving Feynma_: diagram computations at one loop. The claim is that string
theory coupled with other ideas such as spinor helicitv methods provides a way for

An underlying cause of the complexity of QCD calculations is that the non- " "
abelian vertices are relatively complicated. Since the vertices each contain six terms, doing this.
one encounters a rapidly growing number of terms as one sews together vertices with 3. Why String Theory is Helpful.
propagators to form Feynman diagrams. Furthermore, the integrals associated with
larger numbers of legs become increasingly complicated. It does not take much string theory for one to realize that string theory can be

As a simple example consider the pentagon diagram one would encounter in helpful in gauge theory computations. String theory satisfies a number of properties
a brute force five-point computation. A naive count of the number of terms gives which indicates its usefulness in gauge theory computations.
about 6s terms. (This count is reduced by the use of on-shell conditions but in- 1) String anlplitudes arc compact. At each order of perturbation theory there is
creased since each internal momentum turns into a sum of external momenta.) Each only a single diagram: this provides for a compact organization, which might
term is associated with an integral which e_-aluates to an expression on the order of lead one to suspect (at least at a hand-waving level) that string theory might,

be useful for gauge theory calculations.
a page in length. This means that one is faced with about 104 pages of algebra for 2) In string theory one can switch bet,&'een fernfions and bosons in the loop
this single diagram. As bad as this situation might seem, it is actually much worse
because of the structure of the results. After evaluating the integrals and summing by changing the world-sheet boundary conditions. This means that whether

bosons or fernfions circulate in the loop, the same basic string equations de-
over diagrams one obtains expressions of the form scribe the tw) situations. This leads one to suspect that it should be possible

N1 N2 to use information from a calculation with fermions in the loop tu aid calcla-

D--_+ _ + ' (1) tions with bosons in the loop. This may be contrasted to the usual Feynman

where the Ni and D, are the numerators and denominators one encounters ,&'hen rules one fi.nds in textbooks, where the fernfion and gluon Feynman rules do
i perfornfing the integrals. In general the denominators contain spurious singularities not resemble each other.

which cancel only after putting large numbers of terms on a common denominator; 3) The N = 4 superstring amplitude integrands are simple [18]. In particular

if' this unfortunately causes an explosion of terms in the numerators, for the four-point amplitude the kinematic expression factors out of the stringThe basic observation for being able to improve on conventional computations integrand. In the field theory limit this implies that the various contributions
i: is that Feynman diagram computations always involve large cancellations amongst to a gluon amplitude A satisfy

the various terms. Anyone who has done a Feynman diagram computation has A sl_°" 4- 4A fermi°n -b 3A _¢_1_= simple (3)
undoubtedly asked themselves why vasts amounts of algebra are required when

answers tend to be quite small. A nice example of this is the one-loop four-gluon ,&'here the particle labels refer to the particles circulating in the loop. (Note
helicity amplitude that the massless spectrum of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills is o, :_lon, four Weyl

n, i [24]'_u fermions and three complex scalars.) This relation th,., i_ ies that not only

(1-, 2+, 3+, 4+ ) = - (1 + N _) 4S_-_2 [12] (23) (34) [41] (2) are the integrands of the ,'arious contributions related ,'it, the previous point,
A4;1
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but that they in fact sat is_' a simple linear relation. These relations can be the naive truncation of the spectrum. Another technicality is that the string does

used to prevent duplication of effort when calculating tile various contributions containprescriptionatachyon,thatexponentiallywhichmight belargeWOrrisome;termsdueh°wever'tothe onetachyonCanhandleshouldthiSbewithdroppedthe
to a process, ill the same way that exponentially small terms from the higher mass states are

4) Ill string theory (closed string) _ (open string) 2. Since closed strings contain
gravity and open strings contain Yang-Mills, one nfight expect that (gravity) dropped. These potential inconsistencies of the bosonic string are irrelevant in the

(Yang-Mills) 2. This can be made precise and be used to turn string theory field-theory limit, as can be verified explicitly using an independent calculation with"" the fullv-consistent heterotic-string formalism. What is important here is the basic

into an extremely efficient computational tool fi_r gravity [10]. structure that emerges from string theory without facing the full technicalities of
5) In string theory the loop momentum is iinplicitly integrated out. This is use- heterotic string constructions.

tiff because helicity techniques [7] are most efficient after loop momentum is In general, an amplitude in string theory is evaluated by performing the Polyakov
integrated out. surface integral [27]
The strategy is to build a string theory with a spectrum relevant for the feld

theor3, ofinterest, and tlwn to take the infinitestriI_g tension limit in order to f [1 f ]extract the organizational efficiency of the string in the fieht theory limit. Once the A, "- DX exp _7 d2v Oc'XuO_XJ_ I/11z2"'" 1_ (4)
essential reorganization has been smninarized in terms of a set of field theory rules
or ideas there is no n_'ed to turn to string theory fi_r every now calculation, where the I"; --- _i " 0Xcikx are the vertex operators for external gluons with po-

larizations ¢. At one-loop this path integral is performed on a world-sheet annulus.

4. String Theory and Extraction of Field Theory Limit Since the world-sheet bosons are free, V,rick's theorem can be used to evaluate the

The infinite tension linfit of a string theory is a fiehl theory [19.18]. In or- string n-gluon amplitude in terms of the two-point correlation on the annulus

der to use string theory as a computational tool, control of the nmssless matter [ ]content of the string theory, is required, because coh,red massless matter particles (X_,(vl)XV(v2)) = 6_,"Ge(vl2) = --6u" log [2sinh(v12)] (v12)zr 4qsinh2(u12)
can run around the hmps. It is possible to build consistent heterotic string theo-

ries [20] whose infinite-tension limit is a non-abe!ian gauge theory where one of the + O(q2) (5)

i factors is an SU(N) with no matter fields [21]. The technoh,gy needed for such
a construction is the one used to construct four-dimensional string models [22]; where 7- = -log(q)/2 is the real modular parameter of the annulus, v, representsthe location of the vertex operator on the annulus and vii = v, - u). (These param-
the fi_rmulation of Kawai. Lewelh'n and Tye is particularly simple, although any
of the other fiwnmlations can be used depending on one's taste. In the original eters are rc/i times the conventional one in refs. [23,28].) As discussed in ref. [1],
derivation of the string-based rules [1]. it was essential to use a consistent string in the field theory limit these parameters are proportional to sums of Schwinger
in order to prevent extraneous prot)lems from entering. X.Vithout full consistency proper time parameters. A repeated application of Wick's theorem to evaluate the
there would lw no guarantee that the final results obtaixled would be correct. A Polyakov integral yields the string partial amplitude associated with the color trace
heterotic string was used in the original derivation of the string-based rules because Tr(T"_ T"2 "'" T"" )

bosonic strings always contain unwanted nlassless scalars and t achy°ns' while f°ur- ,_.r,_/2 fo°_f "-1" .t "_, I ,. /-d_,, ,_,/2-2 dr H dvtO(vi -- Pi+I) T-2+_/2Zdimensional type II [23.24] and tvpe I [25] superstrings do not have a rich enough .4,._ =_ tvzj t_, j• - , 16rr2-
variety of flxlly consistent models. ,=1

Bosonic string constructions are generally nmch simpler than super °r heter°tic fl - { 'k kjGB(vo)+ v/--aT_t(L', "ei-ki" ei)au(vtj) (i6)string constructions so for pedagogical purposes that is what will be discussed here. x exp a _ -
Heterotic string .onstructions are needed to provide a consistent derivation of the i<j

r: les [1]. but the t,rocedure for extracting the fieht theory linfit is similar. The open -ei-cjGe(vii)}l
bosonic string discussed here is identical to the one used by Metsaev and Tseytlin _,,multi--linear

[26] to obtain the Yang-Mills z3-flmction from string theory. This string is given by a

naive truncation of an oriented open bosonic string to four-dimensions. In this way where 1 0 1 02
all massh-ss colored scalars ari sing from t he dimensional compact ification are simply d B (v ) = - _ G u ( v ), d B (v ) = _ _-fiu2G e (v) (7)
thrown away. This string is inconsistent as a fundanwntal string theory because of 20u
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way to the poles of a
t " " '

and Vn is fixed at r. The multl-hnear signifies that after expanding the exponential In general, the kinematic poles extracted in this correspond

only terms which are linear in all n polarizations vectors are to be kept. The string scalar ¢3 diagram.
oscillator contributions to the partition function are After kinematic poles have been extracted, tile field theory limit of the loop is

needed. This is obtained by taking r, Iv] --* _ which corresponds to squeezing the
annulus down to a field theory loop. The values of tile Green flmctions in this limit

Z = q-1 ii(1 _qn)-2(,-_R_/2). (8) are

.=1 exp(G _(v))._+ exp (-_-f- I,.,0 ×constant (I0)

Fullconsistencyofthe stringdemands thatthedimensionD ---26 [29],but forthe &B(,_)--,--_--sign(,J)(½+ e-21_I--qe21_l)•
purposes of obtaining field theory amplitudes D = 4 - e where e is the dimensional r
regularization parameter necessary to handle infrared divergences; the regulariza- The exponentiated bosonic Green function was not expanded beyond O(q ° ); after
tion parameter _R, included in the string partition function, determines the precise carrying out the integration by parts procedure tile higher order terms do not con-
form of the regularization [1]. In order to obtain a sensible field theory limit, the tribute since they carry too many explicit powers of o'. For GB, terms through
leading q-1 has been maintained by hand independent of the number of dimensions. O(q) should be kept due to the presence of the overall q-1 in the string amplitude
(A fully consistent heterotic string such as the one used in ref. [1] does not require (6).
any adjustments, such as this one.) The field theory linfit of the amplitude (6) In the field theory limit two types of loop contributions are obtained depending
yields the pure Yang-Mills contributions to the amplitude including Faddeev-Popov on whether a power of q is extracted from the string partition flmction or from
ghosts. The conventions have been adjusted so that in the field theory limit the the Green functions. For the former contribution one simply keeps the leading
number of rr's and 2's which need to be shuffled around are nfinimized and so that order contributions from the bosonic Green functions. This type of contribution is

these normalizations agree with the ones used in the heterotic string analysis of described by the bosonic zero-mode [28] or loop momentum integral of the string

refs. [1]. [9]. A product of GB'S contains exponentially, growing and decaying terms -2,-aswell
Partial amplitudes associated with two color traces are a bit different since the as terms which are constant. In general, when terms proportional to q = ( are

string vertex operators are located on both boundaries of the annulus; examples extracted from a product of GB in order to cancel the overall q-l. a factor of the

can be found in chapter 8 of ref. [28]. form [( ) ] (11)In order to take the infinite string tension limit a' _ 0 of the :;tring amplitude exp Ixk - xtl - y la'i - .r/[ r
(6), it is convenient to first integrate by parts on the string world-sheet in order to
remove all GB from the kiuematic factor [1]. (The analysis of the field theory limit is obtained where x, - ,,,Iv. hi order to avoid exponential suppression or growth
can also be performed without the integration-by-parts step so it should not be as _' _ 0 the sum nmst add up to cancel within the exponential exactly. This
taken ms an essential ingredient to the string-based method.) In open string theory will happen only if each .r, which appears with a positive sign also appears with
there are potential boundary terms, but these can be removed by an appropriate a negative sign after expressing the absolute values in terms of the x,s directly'.
analytic continuation in external momeuta since all the boundary terms contain a The correct prescription for dealing with exponentially growing terms due to the

factor of lui - ujl .... 'k,. k_[,,__,,j = 0. (One technicality is that the periodicity on tachyon is to simply drop theln in the same way that exponentially decaying ternls
the annulus under 1/--_ v + r must be used to remove some of the surface terms.) are dropped. (The exponential growth is an artifact of the Schwinger proper time

In appendix B of ref. [30] it was proven that all GB'S can always be eliminated from representation of tachyonic propagators.)
the kinematic function, by appropriate integration by parts. The result of collecting those terms where the exponential Wrms completel:

In the field theory limit, the contributions to an integrated-by-parts one-loop cancel is that only those which form a cycle of GB's. defined to be a product of
amplitude can be classified in terms of tree and loop parts. The tree parts are GB's with indices arranged in _)_eform

obtained by first extracting the massless poles in the S-matrix before taking the GB("i, i2 )dB(vt2i3 )''" aB(lq,,,', )' (12)
field theory limit of the loop. Examples of these kinematic poles are found in the
regions where vi _ vi and are of the form will not vanish. Furthermore, '.he cyclic ordering of the indices nmst follow the

same ordering of the corresponding legs in the partial amplitude.

1 1 The analvsis of the field t heorv limit of a superstring is quite sinfilar. A su-dvi l+o'ki-k_ * oz'ki kj (o'--+O) • (9) " "• perstring is essential in order to be able to include space-time fermions into the
t/ij
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l
string formalism and provides a more consistent framework than bosonic strings. A background field Feynman gauge [31] should be used in calculations where a non- i
detailed discussion of the field theory limit of a heterotic string h,'_q been given in abelian vertex appears in the loop. This gauge is useful fi)r constructing the one-particle-irreduciMe diagrams, since the vertices are particularly well suited for loop
ref. [1]. calculations. These one-part.icle irreducible diagrams describe a gauge-invariant

By organizing the contributions obtained in the fieht theory limit a set of string-
based rules for calculating gluon amplitudes can be obtained [1,2]. The string-based effective action. For sewing trees onto the one-particle irreducible loop diagrams the

rules work by specifying a set of substitution rules on tile string kinematic expression Gervais-Neveu gauge [32] is a particularly efficient gauge because of the simt)licity- of the three- and four-point vertices. (Although it might seem strange that two

different gauge choices are used for the loop and tree parts of the Feynman diagrmns,

K" = f H d:ri Ilexp ki. _'ia3J + (a,i-ej- _'a-ei)d,'l'_'- _i-ej a;_' in the background field method this has been justified by Abbott, Grisaru and.... Iti--linear Schaeffer [31].) In general, one staould use color ordered [.5.30] vertices in order to
i=1 ,<j (13) minimize the number of diagrams which must be" explicitly computed. For internal

to obtain the contributions to various diagrams which represent the various corners fermions it is best to use the second order fornlalism described in ref. [9] because then

of moduli space. This 'master K)rmula' contains all infornmtion for all diagrams the gauge boson and fermion contributions are quite similar. In particular for N - 4

mid particle types which can circulate in the loop. Although this is the kinematic supersymmetry there are large cancellations between tile various contributions to
fornmla for a bosonic string, one can use world-sheet supersymmetry in a superstring the loops [18]. In this way a good fraction of the work does not have to be duplicated
to relate the contributions of the world-sheet fermions to those of the world-sheet for each type of particle circulating in the loop in agreement with tile string theory

bosons [2]; in this way the kinematic expression associated with the bosons can be expectations.
used to sumnmrize all contributions. Alternatively one can specify rules which act Spinor helicity methods [7] are also important to help minimize the amount

directly on the superstring kinematic expression, which was the original form of the of required algebra. Since spinor helicity methods do not handle off-shell loop
rules presented in ref. [1]. An example of a substitution rule is nmnlentunl efficiently it should be integrated out early in tile calculation to obtain

a representation ill terms of Feynman parameters. ILl order to minimize the number
j of terms which appear, spinor helicity should be applied on a term-by-term basis in

• i.i 1 _ (14) the numerator as one integrates out the loop monlentum. An alternative approachGff _ _ + a_
- k=,+l which implicitly and systenlatically integrates out the loop nlomentum is the electric

circuit analogy discussed in refs. [33].

where the ak are ordinary Feynma_a parameters. There are a variety of other sub- In this way one can attain many of the simplifications of a more direct string
stitution rules which depend on the particular corner of string moduli space under approach. Gravity does, however, provide a concrete example where a direct string-
consideration and are described more fully in refs. [1,4]. based computation is significantly more efficient than a computation based on the

Because the contribution of any type of particle is contained in the master above field theory ideas [10].
formula, relationships between fermion and boson contributions become apparent

within the integrands of each diagram. This c,'m be used to obtain even further 6. Explicit Calculations
simplifications: once the fermion loop contribution to the 7_-gluon amplitude hmq Using the string-based methods discussed above we have perfi_rmed a compu-
been computed, calculating the gluon loop contribution is relatively simple [3]. tation of the one-loop five gluon amplitudes [3]. Additional ingredients which enter

In this way one obtains a set of Feymnan parmneter polynomials which are far into this calculation are a sinlple integration method for the pentagon parameter

more compact them one would obtain by traditional Feynman diagram methods, integrals [34] and improvements in the spinor helicitv method.
The Feynman parameters must then be integrated in order to obtain the amplitudes. The finite helicity one-loop amplitudes associated with the color trace Tr(T ..... T "_)

are

5. Field Theory Interpretation 77, hi)Since a conventional field theory interpretation of string-Based rules has been As:a(1 +, 2+. 3+. 4+. 5+) = (1 + _ -

developed [9], one can use string-motivated ideas directly in a conventional field i (1 2} [1 2] (2 3} [2 3] + (4 5)[4 5] (5 1} [51] + (2 3} (4 5)[2 5] [3 4]
theory setting. "Ine following strategy incorporates the ideas that were extracted x (1 2) (2 3) (3 4} <45) (5 1_
from the mapping between field theory and string theory and greatly improves 487r'-' ' (15)
the calculational efficiency over traditiomd Feynman diagram computations. First

10
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n, n I where n is the gravitational coupling, Nb is the number of physical bosonic states
A5:1(1-2+.3+,4+,5 +) = (1 + _ - -_) and ._) is the number of fermionic states in the particular theory of gravity under

consideration. (Here s, t, u are Mandelstam "_ariables.) The fact that any massless

i 1 [ [25] 3 (14)3 [4 5] (35) (13):_[3__9-]_(4"2-)]× 48_ 2 (34) 2 [12] [51] + (12) (23) (45) 2 - (15) (54) (32)2] " state gives an identical contribution up to a sign is in agreement with the super-
(16) symmetry identities [37].

The infrared-divergent amplitudes (which are the ones which interfere with the This type of calculation would be exceedingly difficult with conventional tech-

tree diagrams to produce the next-to-leading order corrections to the cross-section) niques, given the complexity of the gravity three- and four-point field theory vertices.This max' be compared to the string-based technique where the calculation of the

are given in ref. [3] and are more complicated. These amplitudes have not been above helicity amplitude is reduced to an elementary exercise. It is amusing that
obtained with traditional techniques used. for example, by Ellis and Sexton [35]. the string-based gravity calculation is only slightly more difficult than the gluon

We have also calculated four-point matrix dements with two external quarks by calculation. It is intriguing that in terms of conventional field theory the required
a direct string approach [11]. Five-point matrix elements have also been obtained, reorganization to obtain this simplicity is fairly difficult to guess without some input

using field theory. An example of one of the amplitudes is from string theory.

[ 1( 1 / (12) ((12) [2 3] (31) + (14/ [4 51(51/ )
9+ 3+, 4+" 5+ ) _ i 1 + 2) (3 4) (4 5) (51) 8. A Conjecture for an Arbitrary Number of External Legs.

As:_(l_-.-q. 16n2 - _ (1 (23) It is possible to construct a conjecture for the n-point all plus gluon helicity

( (14}(24}[45](51) [23][25] )] amplitude [38], usingproperties of the amplitude as two legs become collinear,( <13>t341<4!>+ . •+3 1--_-+_ (12>(34)e(45>(51> (12_ (2 3> (3 4> (4 5>z + [121(34)(45) and using the explicitlv calculated five-point amplitude As:l (1+, 2+ , 3+" 4+' 5+ ) t°
' (17) jump-start the conjecture. This conjecture is analogous to the one for maximal

The remaining five-point amplitudes with external fermions are more complicated helicity violating tree-amplitudes formulated by Parke and Taylor [39] and proven
and will be presented elsewhere [14]. The calculational ideas motivated by the string by Berends and Giele [6].
organization were useful in obtaining these results. The conjecture for the gluon contribution to the loop is given by

i En+On

7. String-Based Methods for Gravity A":l(l+'2+ .... 'n+) -- 96,'r2 (12) (23}..-(n 1) ' (21)

Another application of the string-based technique is to gravity [10]. Roughly

speaking the structure of string theory implies that where the parity-odd terms are given by
r._,pa_il _'i:_ k ia ki4 • --

(Closed String) "-_(Open String) 2 • (18) O. = 4i E _ .u _, .v ._ (')9)
1 <il <i2 (ia <i4 _n-- 1

Since closed strings contain gravity and open strings contain gauge theory one might To describe the even terms define
expect that

. .__ ... )2(P) (ki -t- _i+1 -{- -t- ki+p--1 ,(Gravity) "_ (Yang-Mills) '2 (19) t,

This relationship can be made precise and turned into an extremely efficient compu- (2) = (ki + ki+l)2 (23)- t i = ,si,i+ 1 ,

tational tool for perturbative gravity amplitudes. At tree-level Berends. Giele and

Kuijf [36] have made use of this relationship to obtain tree-level gravity amplitudes t(i1) = 0,
from known Yang-Mills amplitudes. At one-loop this relationship can also be made

precise [10]: in particular, the calculation of the one-loop four-graviton amplitude and with all indices mod n:

with one minus and three plus helicities is rather easy by making use of string-based _ .(v).(v)
rules modified for the case of gravity coupled to massless matter. The result of such X(_ ) = "i _i+l '" i=l

a calculation is given by (24)

i_4 1 -"t" • ( [2412 ) 2 k'(n) - '(v-').(v+'), . u2 (u [12](23)(34)[41]A(I- 2+ 3+.4 +) - (4r,).2 5760 (:Yb - :\'/)_ " - ._t) (20) ,=i
12
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